Cell type-specific methylation pattern: A chance to minimize cohorts for epigenome-wide studies

Statement of the Problem: Epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS) revealed that independent of analyzed tissue, the degree of methylation changes by environmental or lifestyle factors are, in general, vanishingly small, although of high statistical significance. This small methylation difference determines the unfavorable need for greater cohorts when more genome-wide methylation sites will be analyzed. Besides, the biological relevance of methylation changes is still poorly understood.

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: To evaluate the distribution of methylation changes in whole blood composed of different cell types, smoking-induced top-ranked and replicated single CpG sites were analyzed in separated cell types of healthy volunteers. Additionally, to get insight into the biological relevance of methylation changes, CpG-annotated gene and protein expressions were investigated.

Findings: First, methylation changes in blood are cell-type specific distributed. Smoking-induced methylation changes in whole blood (~21%) at cg05575921 (AHRR) rely on methylation changes (~55%) in granulocytes. Second, methylation shift of about 2% in whole blood at cg19859270 (GPR15) was found to be a cell type-specific CpG for GPR15-expressing cells. Tobacco smoking specifically induced the expansion of GPR15+ T cells as the major GPR15+ cell type in blood, thus provoked the methylation shift of the cell type specific cg19859270 in whole blood.

Conclusion & Significance: Addressing methylation changes to single cell types of the blood enable to perform EWAS on replicated smaller cohorts in contrast to the requirement of larger international consortium-based approaches considering the statistical needs of next generation sequencing based methods using whole blood. Thus, the identification of specific cell type responsible for the associated methylation shift in whole blood to the endpoint of interest has to be a prioritized approach in association studies especially for interpretation of molecular epigenetic signs in context of the diverse biological function of the tissue blood and for establishment of valuable biomarkers.
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